Design and characterization of an electromagnetic probe for distinguishing morphological differences in soft tissues.
We present a method for designing and optimizing an in-house designed electromagnetic probe for distinguishing morphological differences in biological tissues. The probe comprises concentric multi-wound coils, the inner being the primary coil and the outer being the detector coil. A time-varying voltage is imposed on the primary coil, resulting in an induced current in the detector coil. For highly conductive samples, eddy currents are induced in the sample and inductively couple with the electromagnetic probe. However, in weakly conducting samples, the primary coupling mechanism is found to be capacitive though there can be a non-negligible inductive component. Both the mutual inductive coupling and the capacitive coupling between the sample and the probe are detected as a change in the induced voltage of the detector coil using lock-in detection. The induced voltage in the detector coil is influenced more by the morphological structure of the specimen rather than by changes in electrical conductivity within different regions of the sample. The instrument response of the lock-in amplifier is also examined with simulated input voltage signals to relate its output to specific changes in inductive and capacitive coupling, in order to relate sample characteristics to a single voltage output. A circuit element model is used to interpret the experimental measurements. It is found that the sensitivity of the measurement for a given set of probe characteristics (resistances, inductances, and capacitances) can be optimized by adding a small amount of capacitance in the external circuit in parallel with the detector coil. Illustrative measurements are presented on animal (porcine and bovine) tissue and on human liver tissue containing a metastatic tumor to demonstrate the capabilities of the probe and measurement method in distinguishing different tissue types despite having similar electrical conductivities. Since biological tissues are multi-scale, heterogeneous materials comprising regions of differing conductivity, permittivity, and morphological structure, the electromagnetic method presented here has the potential to examine structural variations in tissue undergoing physical changes due to healing or disease.